
Comfort, convenience, and speed ... Detachable blades for cross-country recreational touring 

and racing on both outdoor and indoor ice.  Unique curved tips give you stability and glide over 

bumps, cracks, even snow-covered ice.  Best of all, Nordic Skates clip on and off your ski boots 

in seconds.  No more sitting in the snow or on a windswept bench, lacing up frozen skates 

while your fingers and toes go numb.  Just put on your warm and comfortable cross-country 

ski boots at home, and clip on your Nordic Skates when you step out on the ice.  Get ready to 

         skate farther and faster than you ever dreamed possible! 

      Nordic Skates fit all models of Cross-Country & Back-Country 

                  ski boots including Alpina, Asolo, Atomic, Fischer, 

Hartjes, Karhu, Lundhags, Madshus, Merrell, 

                               Rossignol, Salomon and Sportful. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bindings: 

Salomon 

Pilot, Profil, 

X-Adventure; 

Rottefella NNN-2, 

NNN-R3, NNN-BC. 

Blade lengths: 

Swedish  40, 45, 50, 55 cm 

(15",17",19",21"). Color: Silver. 

Dutch  40, 42, 44, 47 cm 

(15",16",17",18"). Color: Black. 

Swedish blade (photo right) is optimized 

for touring and recreational outdoor skating. 

Dutch blade (photo below) is best for racing and 

for maneuverability on the tight corners and smooth 

artificial ice of indoor rinks and speed skating ovals. 

Swedish clip-on ice blades for cruising 
on lakes, rivers, canals & indoor rinks! 

Nordic Skates 

Smooth ice ... 

Bumpy 
ice ... 

Snow-covered ice ... 

Nordic Skater 
www.nordicskater.com 

Toll-Free (866) 244-2570 

The #1 
Cross 

Country 
Touring 
Skates 

Clips onto any 
   XC ski boot! 

We begin with 3 components: 
Ski boot 

Ski binding 
Ice blade 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We mount the ski binding onto 

the ice blade ... or you can 
 do it yourself. 

 
 
 
 
 

Once the binding is mounted 
 on the blade (above), you can 
clip your boot onto the blade 

 in a few seconds (below).        

 
Nordic Skates 

 are available with 
 or without bindings.  

Blades are pre-drilled 
for all Salomon and 

NNN bindings. 
 Do-it-yourself  

mounting kit 
included. 


